Central laboratory quality control in the National Cooperative Gallstone Study.
This article presents the rationale, selection, operation, and quality control of the Central Serum and Central Bile Laboratories utilized by the National Cooperative Gallstone Study. The external quality control protocols were designed to monitor long-term stability of the analytical procedures and to measure the precision of the measurements as affected by the collection, labelling, storage, shipping, and laboratory methods. For both laboratories, the assessment of long-term stability by pool standards failed to produce the data necessary to come to relevant conclusions. Several of the problems involved, however, did lead to protocol changes that increased the reliability of the laboratory data. The use of duplicate measurements to monitor precision was more successful and demonstrated acceptable performance of these systems. This article describes the external quality control surveillance procedures employed in the NCGS, their strengths and weaknesses, statistical methods for the analysis of such quality control programs, and the implications for the final statistical analyses of the clinical trial patient data.